SANDING EQUIPMENT, PADS & ACCESSORIES

FLEXABRADE™ SANDER

Compact, light weight, and versatile air operated sander for sanding raised
panels, turnings, rungs or any hard-to-reach areas. Speed manually controlled
up to 4,000 RPM, weighs only 2 lb. Includes 1/4" NPT swivel that keeps
air hose straight and untwisted at all times no matter in what position the
sander is held. Has a 1/4" collet for replaceable sanding stars. Sanding stars,
coated with aluminum oxide abrasive, are 4" in diameter mounted on a 1/4"
shank for use with above FlexaBrade Sander™ or 1/4" electric or cordless
drill. Available in grit sizes from 80 to 320 (see below) and sold separately.
Requires air delivery pressure between 80-90 psi for best performance.

Sander depicted with dressed sanding star

Sanding stars must be dressed* first prior to use, in accordance with
instructions supplied with the unit.
CAT #

51050
51060-XXX

DESCRIPTION

Sanding star
ss supplied

GRIT

FlexaBrade™ Sander
Replacement Sanding Star

Includes one each of the following stars
XXX=080, 120, 150, 180, 220, or 320 grit

PRICE

$199.95
$9.95

*Dressing requires breaking the stars into sanding strips as depicted above.
Directions supplied in manual or available separately upon request or on our website.
				

HAND SANDING BLOCK

"MIGHTY SANDER" SANDING BLOCK

Rubber construction. Excellent for hand sanding
of flat surfaces - wet or dry sanding.
Available in two sizes; 5" and 9".

High-Impact plastic with cushioned bottom. Powerful
spring loaded clamps hold a half-sheet of 9" x 11"
sandpaper firmly in place.

97532
97533

97535

5"
9"

ABRASIVE FOAM SANDING PADS

TACK CLOTH

3-3/4" X 4-3/4 X 1/2" Silicone Carbide
abrasive foam pads are made with a tough,
flexible bond that delivers a smooth longlasting cut. These are perfect for sanding
sealers where hand sanding is necessary.
Won't wrinkle like sheet paper. Sold by
case of 50, or individually.

The finest synthetic varnish treated tack cloth.
Excellent product for removing particles from wood
after sanding. A must for every finisher or refinisher.
Reusable. 18" X 36" in size.
NOT FOR USE WITH HYDROCOTE® OR OTHER
WATER-BASED FINISHES, NOR Magna-Shield®
LACQUER OR OTHER PRE-CAT OR POST-CAT LACQUERS. Can cause crazing or checking.

98036
97552

DUST MASKS

Non-toxic, particle masks
passes 50% less than comparable masks. Lightweight,
comfortable and disposable.

97550

(CASE)
CAT#
77120
77150
77180
77220

(EACH)
CAT #
78120
78150
78180
78220

GRIT
120
150
180
220

SCRUBBING PADS

dual support
elastic bands
97550 - single support elastic band
97552 - dual support elastic bands

50 /box
20 /box

These steel wool substitutes are excellent for stripping, rubbing between coats,
polishing, cleaning, etc. Available in fine,
medium or coarse.
10 per box - 6" x 8" in size.
CAT#
30010F
30010M
30010C

TYPE
Fine
Medium
Coarse

COLOR
(White)
(Green)
(Dark Green)		
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PRICE EACH
$ .69
$ .69
$ .69
$ .69

CASE OF 50
$34.95
$34.95
$34.95
$34.95

